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As we enter 2016 we at English for Life look forward 
to what God has in store for us and for the people 
of Thailand. This past year saw our teachers in more 
locations teaching more students with hopefully a 
greater impact than ever before. EFL teachers taught 
in church and elementary school programs, at English 
camps, and on campus at North Chiang Mai University. 
Pictured above are several EFL staff members with one 
of our graduating students at NCU's ceremonies.One 
of our teachers enrolled in classes himself to complete 
a bachelor’s degree thus creating a whole new field 
of influence – his classmates. Our teachers were able 
to work with more than five hundred students in 
2015, sharing the love of Jesus through interactions 
inside and outside the classroom. In the year ahead 

A BRIGHT NEW YEAR the university campus we’ve been working on plans 
to open an international program training students 
from across Southeast Asia. We’ve been asked to 
help with English tutoring for them. The first cohort 
of 100 students arrives this summer. The ministry 
of education here in Thailand now requires tenured 
university professors to have an intermediate level 
of English proficiency. The university has also asked 
our staff to help teach its faculty in order to meet this 
new requirement. I find myself turning down more 
requests for teachers than I’d like simply because we 
do not have the manpower to meet all the needs.  2016 
looks bright and exciting, but we do need help.  Please 
consider allowing the Lord to use the gift of English 
you received just by being in the family you’re in to 
serve the people of Thailand and share His love with 
the lost.  Contact us for more information on how you 
can get involved. – Chad Graber
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Over New Year's Day, the Thai church I attend 
organized a ministry trip for their youth group. 
Through mutual acquaintances, they had made a 
connection with the pastor of a tiny church in a tiny 
village, up in the mountains.

We drove about an hour south of Chiang Mai, and then 
met two men who had come down from the village 
to meet us. We transferred all of our things to their 
vehicles, and then drove the rest of the way, 3 hours of 
creeping along a narrow dirt road with deep potholes, 
steep inclines, and hairpin turns.

We hadn't been there long when an old lady came to 
the door, asking us to come to her house and eat. We 
sat on the floor around one big plate, and ate rice and 
hot sauce with our fingers, while the woman squatted 
next to the small fire pit in the middle of the wood 
floor and smiled at us. Other than the fire pit and food, 
the only things in the room were a few cloth bags and 

TRIP TO A VILLAGE
cooking utensils hanging on the walls, and a couple of 
blankets folded in the corner.

After an evening around a campfire, fireworks to 
celebrate the New Year, and a night sleeping on the 
church floor, we spent the morning doing activities 
with the village children, and ended by handing out 
gift bags that we had brought with us. Dirt-streaked 
children and barefoot old ladies alike lined up to get a 
few snacks, a toothbrush, and a cup. We had come to 
give, because they had so little.  

Yet somehow, those with so little had given us so 
much. 12 hours of driving on terrible roads, to pick us 
up and take us back. Cooking and cleaning up after 20 
people, not even letting us help them. Roasting sweet 
potatoes in the fire for us, and bringing us chairs to 
sit on, and invitations to come eat with them. We had 
brought only a few hours' worth of songs and games, 
and boxes and boxes of cheap gifts and used clothing.

The weekend reminded me to never think that I can 
make a donation and be done. There will always be 
people around us, and simple acts of service to them 
are a powerful way to express the love of Christ.           
- Amy Smucker



Chad handing out Bible story books to his students

At school one morning this week, I was testing the 
Smart Board to be sure that it was functioning properly 
before my first class of the day. As I was writing on 
the board, a teacher walked in, noticed the program 
currently being used, and wondered how it benefited 
my teaching. With a bit of explaining about what 
could be done with this simple writing tool, he became 
ecstatic! This could totally transform his preparation 
time and change the way he used the Smart Board 
for lesson presentations. He left and came back a 
few minutes later exclaiming, “Why didn’t you tell me 
about this earlier? This is amazing!” Soon the doorway 
was darkened by yet another teacher asking in 
astonishment, “How long have you known about this?”  

It was simple information, but it could make a 
real difference. That one person thought it was so 
worthwhile, he immediately went to try it, and then 
told his friends. And I realized that this is exactly why I 
am here in this place at this time. No, it is not to share 
information that will make people’s jobs easier or even 
to teach English, but it is all about sharing the Good 
News with them that will radically change their lives 
for eternity. That is the kind of information I want to 

WORTHWHILE INFORMATION
be sharing with others. Who is waiting on you to speak 
words that will transform their life? People all around 
us are struggling through life’s circumstances. Go! 
Speak the Truth. Be someone who makes a difference 
today! - Kimberly Eshleman
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God has so graciously opened the doors 
for EFL to be directly involved in the 
community by allowing us to teach 
English at a local government school in 
Sanpatong.  This puts us in a place where 
we can take the Truth of Jesus to children 
right in the middle of the Buddhist 
educational system.  
The elementary school in Sanpatong has 
about 1,100 students enrolled, grades 
K-6, with 180 of those students being 
a part of the Mini English Program 
(MEP).  Students in this program are 
taught core subjects in English 16 hours 
per week.    As a teacher in the Mini 
English Program, it’s my job to teach 
English, Math, Science, PE, and ASEAN 
(Association of South East Asian Nations) 
to my homeroom class of thirty first 
grade students Monday to Friday.  A day 

at school begins at 7:30 a.m. and finishes 
at 4:00 p.m.  The classroom is shared with 
a native Thai teacher who is responsible 
for all the subjects taught in Thai and 
much of the classroom structure and 
discipline.  
Welcome to a day at Sanpatong School!
Students begin arriving at school by 
7:30 in the morning.  Many of the 
children ride school vans or pickups 
(songthaew) with benches in the back 
and are dropped off by the school gate.  
They come wearing their school uniform 
which has their name and the name of 
the school embroidered on it. When 
they arrive at the classroom door, their 
shoes are removed before entering.  
Shoes are not allowed in the classroom. 
The time before 8:15 is free time for the 
students to play, finish homework, or 

who have been assigned classroom chores 
will complete those. The Thai teacher will 
lead the class in saying another Buddhist 
prayer before the class gives a group 
“Thank You” and farewell to the teachers. 
Students duck their heads politely as they 
pass the Thai teacher and head out the 
door to catch their ride home at 4:00.   

While this quick overview fails to 
reflect all the activity and energy that 
30 students can exude in a day, it may at 
least give you a small glimpse into Thai 
life and culture and allow you to see 
where ministry is happening through the 
open door of English teaching.

buy a morning snack.  At 8:00, everyone 
will stand still wherever they are while 
the National Anthem is played over the 
sound system.  The school assembly 
will begin at 8:15 with all the students 
standing in rows facing the flag pole.  At 
this time the National Anthem will be 
sung again.  They will chant a Buddhist 
prayer, say their student vows, recite the 
school motto, and listen to any school 
announcements for the day.  Returning 
to their classrooms, the  children will 
study for 3 periods in the morning and 
4 periods in the afternoon.  The first 
50 minutes of class will be in English 
followed by 50 minutes of Thai study. 
At lunch time, all the students grab their 
lunch bags, which hold a small tin mug, 
fork, spoon, toothbrush, and toothpaste 
and walk in a line to the dining room.  

English Teaching at Sanpatong School

English Teaching at Sanpatong School continued

Their rice and curry has been dished  
out and is ready to be eaten.  When the 
meal is finished, many of them will buy 
ice cream or a sweet, icy drink to finish 
their meal.
Afternoon classes are finished by 3:00 at 
which time the students are all given a 
small bag of fresh milk to drink.  Students 

Chatting at the fruit stand.Playing memory with the ABC's.

http://www.igo-asia.com/programs/english-for-life/ Prayer meeting/Bible study 
with the Thai church.

Leon's students at NCU

“Sheep without a shepherd; a harvest with few 
laborers” (Matthew 9:35-36)—with these words, 
Jesus condemned the religious “leaders” of his day, 
who were in the field trampling the grain rather than 
harvesting (Matthew 23:13). Jesus’ response was to 
send out His disciples, not as “teachers of the law” 
but as proclaimers of a Message. They entered the 
field bearing a Message of power that was proclaimed 
from a position of dependence and need, a balance 
that is challenging to maintain but crucial to being an 
effective harvester. 

Thailand is a difficult field to work in. Centuries of 
Christian presence have had little impact, with barely 
1% of the Thai people professing Christ. Even some 
expats antagonistic to Christianity shrug off ministry in 
Thailand as nothing to worry about. How much of that 

HARVESTERS
is due to trampling is not ours to say. The challenge for 
us is to find out what it means to be a harvester in this 
field, and to avoid trampling the grain ourselves.

As discouraging as that can be at times, many 
believe that Thailand is ripe for harvest—and when it 
comes it will be spectacular! And as we stand on the 
brink of that harvest, Thailand is seeking to expand 
the presence of English teachers in its schools and 
improve the English ability of its workforce. At the 
same time, it is tightening the legal requirements for 
teachers to ensure that those who teach are qualified 
to do so, responding to years of shady “teachers” 
trampling the grain academically. Why not fill these 
positions with harvesters, rather than tramplers? 

Pray for the harvest in Thailand! – Leon Hulse


